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INTEGRATION OF A NOC-BASED MULTIMEDIA PROCESSING PLATFORM Tapani Ahonen and Jari Nurmi Tampere University of Technology, Institute of Digital and Computer Systems, P.O. Box 553, FIN-33101 Tampere, FINLAND email: {Tapani.Ahonen, Jari.Nurmi}@TUT.FI ABSTRACT At Tampere University of Technology we are developing a multimedia processing platform using previously designed IP components. The utilized components include the Proteo network-on-chip, the Coffee processor, the Milk ﬂoatingpoint coprocessor, and the transport triggered TACO for protocol processing. Unlike shared buses, networks-on-chip support varying levels of communication parallelism depending on the topology. This design case illustrates the need to match the network topology and the interfaces to the computation models. Characteristics of the platform prototype on FPGA are described together with our approach to enable efﬁcient utilization of the communication resources through the bus-oriented standard interfaces used. 1. INTRODUCTION Shared buses are widely used as the communication architecture of choice for system-on-chip (SoC) designs. However, the problems with scalability and congestion have been recognized as serious bottlenecks for large systems [1]. This has lead to active research for the on-chip communication model of the future. Network-on-chip (NoC) has gained the widest acceptance so far. Multimedia processing is one of the application domains which could widely beneﬁt from design reuse at chip-level. The target of such reuse is to share the design and manufacturing NRE costs between several applications. This is becoming more and more important as the NRE costs are growing at a high pace and the design times of complex SoC architectures are getting longer. Our project aims at creating a reusable and scalable platform architecture for multimedia processing and was originally introduced in [2]. The targets include both an optimized FPGA implementation and an Application-Speciﬁc Integrated Circuit (ASIC) emulation on a considerably larger FPGA. An ASIC targeted prototype that has undergone some basic FPGA optimizations is described here focusing on the integration issues related to the use of a NoC. In this project, the NoC can be viewed as a bus replacement in an otherwise
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conventional system. That is, the computational modules have not been originally designed for a NoC. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the predesigned key components of the system and their characteristics on an FPGA. Section 3 explains the interfaces connecting the processing elements to the NoC. In section 4 we summarize the parallelism of communication supported by the platform design. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 5. 2. IP BLOCKS OF THE MULTIMEDIA PROCESSING PLATFORM The multimedia processing platform integrates the previously designed IP components of the Proteo NoC, the Coffee processor, the Milk ﬂoating-point coprocessor, and the TACO protocol processor. The structure of the platform prototype on an FPGA development board is illustrated in ﬁgure 1. It features two Coffee cores for multimedia processing, an IPv6 client instance of the transport triggered TACO, and a global memory for stream buffering and shared memory communication. The other Coffee core is equipped with the Milk coprocessor for ﬂoating-point computation. We call this ﬂoating-point capable processing cluster cappuccino, and the other one macchiato. The IPv6 encapsulated multimedia stream is input from and the processed stream is output to an off-chip ethernet controller that has been interfaced as a coprocessor to the macchiato. The TACO protocol processor is used through the NoC as a shared resource for streaming the data between macchiato and cappuccino with low control overhead. Two standard RS-232 serial port connections serve as host computer interfaces to conﬁgure the platform, download the applications, and retrieve information. 2.1. Proteo NoC for On-Chip Communication We have developed a packet-switching NoC model called Proteo [3] at Tampere University of Technology (TUT). It’s design philosophy stems from simplicity, low cost, and ﬂex-
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Fig. 1. FPGA prototype of the NoC-based multimedia processing platform.



ibility. The ﬁrst two are provided by ring-based topologies. Flexibility is offered through the implementation as a library of paramerized communication components and the use of existing interface standards. These standards include the Open Core Protocol (OCP) [4] and the Virtual Component Interface (VCI) [5], which is a subset of the OCP. In this platform design project we used the VCI standard which is further divided into Peripheral VCI (PVCI), Basic VCI (BVCI), and Advanced VCI (AVCI). The PVCI is meant to be used for connecting devices with light trafﬁc, whereas the BVCI and AVCI are designed for heavily communicating devices. The main difference between the BVCI and AVCI is that AVCI supports out-of-order delivery, but BVCI requires packets to be delivered in order. There are two interface types for each of the VCI variations, the target interface and the initiator interface. The VCI standard forces the used protocol to a kind of master/slave communication. The initiator device issues request packets and the target device forms the response packet. Possible request packet commands include read and write. The read response packet bears the requested data, whereas the write commands are simply acknowledged. The network node functionality consists of routing and buffering the datastreams, and arbitrating link access. Most implementations of a Proteo network node have only a small amount of control logic. Hence the packet buffers bear the highest cost in terms of resource utilization. The architecture of a Proteo node is layered so that each layer handles one dimension of communication. In a single dimension/layer of a Proteo network, there are three data ﬂows: input to the host, output from the host, and the bypassing trafﬁc. The bi-directional ring topology of the platform has two dimensions, giving six ﬂows to be buffered in a FIFO fashion.



The Proteo version in the current platform prototype has the six FIFO buffers of each node mapped onto the on-chip RAM blocks. However, for ASIC-emulation purposes we use direct synthesis to the ﬂip-ﬂops of the logic cells on the FPGA. The resource utilization of a node varies a bit depending on the required subset of VCI signals at the host block interface. This is especially notable between the interface types, since a target interface requires an extra buffer for the headers of the requests that are currently being processed by the host block. The target node interface forms the response packet header using the stored information of the matching request. Table 1 summarizes the resource utilization of typical initiator and target nodes with 32-bit links on Altera’s Stratix II family of devices. In this table the ﬁrst column, labeled comb, gives the number of logic cell combinationals as reported by Quartus II representing the lookup table utilization. The second column gives the register utilization, the third column the RAM bit utilization and the last column indicates the utilization of DSP block elements. The operating frequency can be up to 200 MHz. We chose 150 MHz for the platform giving a 3:1 clock ratio between the network and the hosts running at 50 MHz. Synchronization between the clock domains is the responsibility of the host interfaces. I/F initiator initiator target target



FIFOs in memory registers memory registers



comb 511 1424 564 1477



regs 641 1469 678 1372



RAM/b 1616 0 1616 0



DSP 0 0 0 0



Table 1. Resource utilization of typical Proteo network nodes on a Stratix II device using Quartus II version 5.0. Transfering a cell over a link takes around four clock cycles with the handshaking that emulates asynchronous behavior. This gives a link capacity of 1.6 Gbits/s at 200 MHz. With this capacity the packet size and therefore the FIFO buffers can be made quite small without signiﬁcantly affecting the network performance. We chose a maximum packet size of three cells (3 times 32 bits), and a minimum of 1 cell (32 bits). A maximum size packet is composed of a 32-bit header, a 32-bit address, and a 32-bit data ﬁeld, whereas a minimum size packet carries only the header information. With a read/write protocol the packet size is 2 cells (header + address) for a read request, 2 cells for a read response (header + data), 3 cells for a write request (header + address + data), and 1 cell for a write response (header only). 2.2. Coffee RISC Core, a Powerful General Puropose Processing Engine We have also developed a processor architechture called Coffee [6] [7] here at TUT. The project began as a part of hard-
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ware description reusability research. The hardware description was therefore written in such a way that the portability between technologies was maximized. Among other things this meant that the synthesizable version was carefully designed with detailed description to result in equal structures regardles of the synthesis tool used. As a tradeoff, the low abstraction level inhibits any optimization of resource mapping on an FPGA device. With separate instruction and data memories Coffee is a Harvard architecture that suits well for embedded systems as a versatile processing element. The instruction set provides all common functionalities of a reduced instruction set computer (RISC), but also includes some instructions that speed up the execution of signal processing algorithms. To name a few capabilities of the Coffee core, it is run-time conﬁgurable with software, provides memory protection mechanisms and a dedicated register ﬁle for super user applications, has an interrupt controller and timers built-in, and supports up to four directly coupled coprocessors. Coffee has an open licence (TUT-BSD) and can be downloaded with the development tools from [7]. The Coffee core is being redesigned for FPGAs due to the recent developments in the ﬁeld. Modern FPGAs provide computational cores that can be efﬁciently utilized by synthesis tools if the hardware is described at a high level of abstraction. The reasons for the redesign also include the high cost of large multiplexers in terms of latency and resource utilization on FPGA. The original ASIC targeted version of the Coffee processor core, illustrated in ﬁgure 2, has six pipeline stages out of which three are arithmetical. Such a number of pipeline stages inevitably results in large multiplexers on the data forwarding paths and thus high cost in terms of both speed and resource utilization. Three or four pipeline stages seems to present an optimum tradeoff for a RISC core targeted at FPGA implementations. Beyond four stages the larger and slower multiplexers on the datapath tend to cancel out the intended speedup making the increase in resource utilization unjustiﬁed. The redesign carried out so far has preserved the pipeline structure while raising the abstraction level of the hardware description. The modiﬁcations made also include the removal of all the core’s internal tri-state drivers. These drivers were replaced with multiplexed point-to-point connections. The original description forced the FPGA synthesis tool to do this conversion. The FPGA migration of the core did not have any noticable effect on the operating speed that is approximately 67 Mhz at maximum on a Stratix II device. Resource utilization on the other hand is by far more reasonable with the higher abstraction level description. The resource utilization ﬁgures for the original and modiﬁed versions are given in tables 2 and 3 respectively. As could be expected, the highest reduction in lookup table and



Fig. 2. Coffee processor core architecture.



Block/Module reg ﬁle (64 regs) 32-bit multiplier ALU shifter interrupt ctrl core control global muxes misc core total



comb 4556 4076 791 534 955 769 714 947 13342



regs 2024 630 5 0 787 1218 0 621 5221



RAM/b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



DSP/9b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Table 2. Resource utilization of the original Coffee core on a Stratix II device using Quartus II version 5.0.



Block/Module reg ﬁle (64 regs) 32-bit multiplier ALU shifter interrupt ctrl core control global muxes misc core total



comb 826 454 257 238 501 353 1747 796 5172



regs 2024 323 5 0 806 1218 0 624 5000



RAM/b 0 0 0 0 1024 0 0 0 1024



DSP/9b 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 16



Table 3. Resource utilization of the modiﬁed Coffee core on a Stratix II device using Quartus II version 5.0.



register utilization was achieved with the multiplier. It was mapped by the synthesis tool onto 16 DSP block elements of 9 bits wide. Eight of these elements are working in the simple multiplier mode and four of them are conﬁgured as two multipliers and an adder. This conﬁguration is a result
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of the three stages deep arithmetical pipeline where the intermediate and ﬁnal results are combined using the available factors. The most prominent drawback of the modiﬁcations relates to the complexity of the global muxes. They more than doubled their lookup table utilization, which can only be explained by the multiplier mapping onto the ﬁne grain DSP elements producing more signal sources than the original design. 2.3. The Milk ﬂoating-point coprocessor Milk is a coprocessor for ﬂoating-point computation connected in the platform prototype to the Coffee core via the coprocessor bus. The function set supported by an instance of Milk can be parameterized via seven ﬂags. These ﬂags control the inclusion of the following capabilities: to convert integers to ﬂoating-points, to truncate ﬂoating-points and convert them to integers, to take square roots of ﬂoatingpoints, to multiply, divide, add, and compare ﬂoating-points. Table 4 below illustrates the resource utilization of Milk broken down by its different functional units that can be excluded from the instantiation. Part of the ﬂoating-point multiplier is mapped by Quartus II onto 8 DSP block elements forming a single 36x36-bit multiplier module. Block/Module adder comparator int2FP conv divider multiplier square root FP2int trunc RF+ctrl+I/O Milk total



comb 3153 121 546 2767 1248 957 829 607 10228



regs 547 68 33 1486 204 557 42 404 3341



RAM/b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



DSP/36b 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1



Table 4. Resource utilization of the Milk ﬂoating-point coprocessor on a Stratix II device using Quartus II version 5.0.



Fig. 3. TACO IPv6 client and the network interface.



The TACO development framework was used to instantiate a processor to serve as an IPv6 client. FPGA resources occupied by the TACO instance are outlined in table 5. The maximum clock frequency for this TACO instance is about 50 MHz. instance type IPv6 client



comb 4131



regs 2585



RAM/b 18432



DSP 0



Table 5. FPGA resource utilization of the TACO IPv6 client.



The IPv6 client is simple enough to be implemented around a single shared bus, as illustrated in ﬁgure 3. The bus functions like a crossbar switch whose connections are controlled by the compiled program. The implemented SFUs perform the required IPv6-speciﬁc functions and also include speciﬁc units for input to and output from the TACO instance. They are used to interface the Proteo NoC as explained later. 3. INTERFACING THE ON-CHIP NETWORK



2.4. TACO, an Elegant TTA-Based Solution for Protocol Processing The cooperation with the University of Turku in Finland gives us the access to the TACO processor architecture template [8] and its development framework [9]. TACO is a Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) [10] model targeted at protocol processing applications. The TACO architectures are built of Special Function Units (SFUs) that connect to local bus(es) through sockets. The function of a SFU is executed when its trigger register has valid contents. TACO, like other TTAs, is programmed by specifying data transports between registers.



The standard interfaces supported by the Proteo NoC, the OCP and VCI, are designed to facilitate integration. Unfortunately, they have been developed with shared bus communication model in mind, which makes it difﬁcult to utilize the advantages of a network-on-chip communication model. Utilizing these interface standards the decoupling of communication and computation issues comes as a side beneﬁt, but requires block-speciﬁc interface wrappers to be designed. This section illustrates how we applied the VCI standard in creating the interface wrappers through which the TACO and the COFFEE processors connect to the Proteo network. Although the architectures of the Coffee and the TACO processors are very different, they both execute
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programs in sequential fashion, while the on-chip communication model provides inherent parallelism. 3.1. Interfacing Considerations for TACO and TTAs in General In this platform design the TACO processor acts as a slave to the two Coffee cores. Thus the logical choice of role as deﬁned by the VCI standard is the role of a target. Considering the nature of the on-chip trafﬁc to and from TACO, the IPv6 stream, in-order delivery is a desirable feature. Hence we chose the Basic VCI interface. Since TACO has dedicated functional units for data input and output, the interfacing to the Proteo NoC is quite straightforward as illustrated in ﬁgure 3. The TACO architecture was connected for simultaneous input from and output to the network node. The bi-directional conﬁguration of Proteo with the two dimensions, or layers, supports four simultaneous accesses. That is two simultaneous inputs and outputs, one input and one output on both layers. For the platform project we did not see much practical beneﬁt of utilizing this capability, but it could have been exploited through the implementation of duplicate input and output FUs inside TACO. Then the single internal bus of TACO would have formed the bottleneck instead of the network interface. This happens because only one socket can be driving the internal bus at a time, and because the crossbar operation allows only a single socket to be listening to the bus. In a general case, however, it can be said that TTAs provide easy tailoring to utilize the NoC resources, since a TTA may have several internal buses. An interesting idea would be to try out the NoC paradigm locally for a complex TTA and measure the performance boost over a bus structure. 3.2. Interfacing Considerations for Coffee and Conventional Processors in General The Coffee processor runs conventional sequential software. It is thus well suited for general control and processing tasks. To enable applications to have full control over the platform functionality, the network interface must be of an initiator type. This makes the Coffee core a master in conventional terms of speaking. As with TACO, the processed data has a stream-like nature, which favors communication protocols that ensure in-order delivery. With this reasoning we chose the BVCI initiator interface for Coffee. In effort to make the widest use possible of the available communication bandwidth, we ended up with a solution depicted in ﬁgure 4. The NoC interface wrapper was connected to both the coprocessor bus and the data memory bus of the Coffee core. The control that the wrapper has over the data memory bus is of Direct Memory Access



(DMA) type when the Coffee core grants it. Access is arbitrated between the congesting peripheral devices given that the Coffee core is not in a data memory access cycle itself. This makes it possible to have two simultaneous network accesses in a single clock cycle when the Coffee core initiates a transaction through the coprocessor bus.



Fig. 4. NoC interface for the Coffee core. Due to the circumstances required to enable simultaneous accesses, we chose to route the requests, that is the packets generated by Coffee, through the coprocessor bus. Then a simultaneously incoming response packet can be written by the interface wrapper to the data memory. However, not all outgoing packets can be formed in a single clock cycle, because the coprocessor bus has only 7 bits for addressing: 2 bits for coprocessor index and 5 bits for register index. The NoC interface for Coffee is software conﬁgurable through a register ﬁle that also serves as a feedback channel from the interface to the processor. An interrupt line is connected to the response (DMA) side and a coprocessor exception line to the request (coprosessor) side. The base addresses, address offsets, and higher bounds of the addressing windows for both the request and response sides can be set by software. The provided addressing modes are ﬁxed and incremental. In the ﬁxed addressing mode the coprocessor register index is used as an additional offset concatenated to the address setting in the register ﬁle. The address step sizes in the incremental mode are also set by software. Connecting a conventional processor to a NoC always forms a dataﬂow bottleneck looking from the side of the network. We used up both of the possible buses to transfer data into or out of the Coffee RISC core. The conventional cores
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have rigid I/O structures that cannot be easily modiﬁed to enable thicker dataﬂow. In addition to that, the sequential processing model restricts the usefulness of high bandwith communication. It would thus be preferable to use a Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) architecture with extensive input/output interface in conjunction with NoCs to take advantage of the parallelism. 4. SUMMARY OF ON-CHIP COMMUNICATION IN THE NOC-BASED PLATFORM Our project used the NoC in a system that could have been realized using a shared bus. In this setup, it was difﬁcult to fully utilize the parallelism offered by the NoC with the conventional processors connecting to it. The level of usable parallelism that we were able to achieve was limited to the possibility of pipelining the transactions between two network agents. For example, very high bandwidth could be achieved between the Coffee core and the TACO if necessary through pipelined transactions. The transactions could be initiated by Coffee on each clock cycle while simultaneously receiving the responses from TACO directly to the data memory. The bi-directional ring topology of the Proteo NoC would allow for another such wide bandwidth connection to be active at the same time, to some other agent or even the same one. However, the used processors cannot handle such ﬂows in parallel. Another overhead present in our design has to do with the initiator/target (master/slave) division of the VCI standard. The only way for two initiators to communicate is through a shared memory, while there is no way for a target device to signal its status over the NoC, because it cannot initiate any transactions. This division of roles burdens the initiator devices by forcing them to look up the status of other entities every now and then. The solution would be to traditionally connect interrupt signals, but this would both violate the idea of NoC being the only communication medium and require exeptionally long wires in a large design. It would also require the system architect to ensure that these lines are treated by the EDA tools as multicycle paths with non-critical timing.



applying the NoC paradigm within the TTA, which could be an interesting topic for future research. It was also noted that the traditional division to master and slave devices is problematic in a true NoC environment. This division results in control overhead and requires a shared memory communication model between the masters undermining parallelism. The reason for having to apply the master/slave division in our project was the used interface standard. None of the existing interface standards meet the requirements of NoCs in a satisfactory way, because they fail to take the varying, topology dependent level of parallelism into account. Unveiling the full potential of NoC-based systems requires not only an efﬁcient network but also processing architectures and interfaces suitable for the topology. 6. REFERENCES [1] D. Sig¨uenza-Tortosa and J. Nurmi, “From buses to networks,” in Interconnect-Centric Design for Advanced SoC and NoC, J. Nurmi, H. Tenhunen, J. Isoaho, and A. Jantsch, Eds. Kluwer Academic, 2004, ch. 9, pp. 231–251. [2] T. Ahonen et al., “A brunch from the coffee table - case study in NoC platform design,” in Interconnect-Centric Design for Advanced SoC and NoC, J. Nurmi, H. Tenhunen, J. Isoaho, and A. Jantsch, Eds. Kluwer Academic, 2004, ch. 16, pp. 425–453. [3] I. Saastamoinen, D. Sig¨uenza-Tortosa, and J. Nurmi, “An IP-based on-chip packet-switched network,” in Networks on chip, A. Jantsch and H. Tenhunen, Eds. Kluwer Academic, 2003, ch. 10, pp. 193–213. [4] OCP-IP Association, Open Core Protocol Speciﬁcation Release 1.0. OCP-IP, 2001, www.ocpip.org. [5] VSIA On-Chip Bus Development Working Group, Virtual Component Interface Standard Version 2 (OCB 2 2.0). VSI AllianceTM , April 2001, www.vsi.org. [6] J. Kylli¨ainen, J. Nurmi, and M. Kuulusa, “COFFEE-a core for free,” in Proceedings of the International Symposium on System-on-Chip, Tampere, Finland, November 2003. [7] Institute of Digital and Computer Systems, COFFEETM RISC Core. Tampere University of Technology, 2005, http://coffee.tut.ﬁ/. [8] S. Virtanen, J. Lilius, and T. Westerlund, “A processor architecture for the TACO protocol processor development framework,” in Proceedings of the 18th IEEE NORCHIP Conference, Turku, Finland, November 2000, pp. 204–211.



5. CONCLUSION We described a NoC-based multimedia platform prototype on FPGA and focused on the integration issues. Using predesigned sequential processor IP, the power of the NoC could not be fully utilized. The reasons for this included the limited connections available with a conventional RISC architecture, and the single internal shared bus of a TTA. We concluded that the desired parallelism could be added to the TTA architecture by using additional internal buses or by



[9] S. Virtanen, J. Lilius, T. Nurmi, and T. Westerlund, “TACO: Rapid design space exploration for protocol processors,” in the Ninth IEEE/DATC Electronic Design Processes Workshop Notes, Monterey, CA, USA, April 2002. [10] H. Corporaal, Microprocessor Architectures - from VLIW to TTA. John Wiley and Sons Ltd., Chichester, West Sussex, England, 1998.
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